
CLUC Meeting 6-16-08 
 
Attendees: John Pumilio, Kort Jungel, Rich Davis, Jack Longino, Derek Lathrope, Paul 
Smith, Mark Kormondy, Robyn Herring, Bob Leverich 
 
Recorder: Emily Sladek 
 
Guests: Deane Rimerman, Therese Saliba 
 
Introductions: Done. 
 
Approval of Minutes: 2nd page ex-officio and Pumilio misspelled. 
• Flaming Eggplant: We found a location for the commissary trailer by the CUP. 

Eggplant is to on-line in September. Food Trailer will arrive soon. Commissary 
Trailer is here and housing is working on lease. What vehicles will they use to 
transport food from the CUP to the Red Square? Mark will look into it. Paul will give 
Mark Giselle’s contact information.  

• Black Car Project: Vehicle has had a mural painted on it and Paul needs to check on 
whether a sign has been placed. Gate through to Organic Farm has posts sticking up 
and is dangerous. Rich will contact Marty Beagle and Daryl Morgan. Minutes 
approved per changes.  

 
Evaluation for Tree Removal: Mark has reviewed trees using Arbor Pro. An arborist 
needs to come in to approve plan. (Looking at six numbered high priority trees) #4 Paul 
would like that to be taken down this summer. #2 and 3 aren’t being looked at for 
removal. #3 was suggested to be cabled. We don’t want to have cables on campus, put 
possible reduction in height. #2 has laminated root rot and we want another arborist’s 
opinion on what to do with that tree, possibly a habitat tree. The Evergreen Parkway trees 
(#5 & #6) are close to the circle and is a troubled area where we have been having a lot of 
root rot. #1 is right by McCann Loop and is dead. We need to decide whether to keep this 
as a nurse log or remove it. 
• Deane presents Ecological Resource Center position, including an idea for student 

projects having to do with trees or Arbor Pro. Facilities will call Arbor Pro and see if 
we can get a read-only version of the program.  

• These are the trees on the docket for the fall review. Next step is to call arborist, and 
then in fall discuss removal. History: Last year we had trees evaluated, then Mark 
looked and made list of the worst trees, an arborist looked at these worst trees and 
made recommendations for mitigation or removal. So Mark is the main screener. 
Jack: Proposal doesn’t raise any concerns for him. These trees are in the Core and the 
reasons given for removal are understandable. Budget goal is keeping this take down 
under $3700. Paul thinks #4 will be taken down this summer, so sculpture can go up 
this summer. Deane thinks that tree is fine because it has been talked about before at 
the CLUC with several students. Tree will be removed and ground it will not be a 
nursery tree. 

• Rich: Trees that are leaning over trails should be dealt with, someone could still get 
hurt by a falling tree even if it is unlikely or low risk. Jack: His opinion is to take into 



account the probability that someone will not be underneath it when it falls. Mark is 
thinking about an on-call arborist for trees that suddenly become dangerous. This 
issue will be discussed again in the fall. Is Mark surveying property lines between 
Evergreen and housing development? Mark is surveying, especially after a storm. 
Paul and Mark will talk about continuing to survey, because a few trees have already 
fallen on neighbors.  

 
Peace Garden: Therese Saliba is the presenter and introduces the project. Project 
purpose: to establish a permanent memorial on campus in remembrance of Rachel Corrie 
and the college’s commitment to peace and justice. A proposal was put forth after her 
death, but after five years there is still no permanent location on campus. This is needed 
due to people coming to Evergreen form around the world, because of her work. Therese 
has been working with Ken Tabbutt about doing a memorial. The Rachel Corrie 
Foundation and staff, alumni, faculty, students would like a memorial. Ross Matteson 
who did the piece outside of Seminar I on the way to the Longhouse did a piece call 
“Reflecting on Peace” and has offered it to the Corrie family at reduced cost. Therese has 
also talked with Frederica Bowcutt about designing a garden around the sculpture, 
specifically an edible garden. Sculpture would need to be polished four times a year. She 
doesn’t know what it is made out of or have dimensions (maybe 3 feet tall). Ross offered 
to come and talk to committee. She is also talking to Library about archiving Rachel’s 
documents and writings. Locations Frederica suggested: behind Lab II and Longhouse 
and behind CAB by CRC. There is a meeting on Wednesday, June 18, between people 
wanting to give input on the garden and people wanting to give input on the memorial. 
How big would the garden be? Ross thought 15’ by 15’ would be okay. It could be 
incorporated with other gardens.  
• Paul: He explains that the college doesn’t have a memorial policy and is still deciding 

on one. Once senior management decides on college’s memorial policy then we will 
look at locations.  CLUC needs also see how locations fit into Master Plan. Paul 
suggests not putting it between CRC and CAB because of coming construction. 
Another location would be behind Library or between Library and Seminar I- that has 
an irrigation valve. The Art Committee will also have to review piece and see if they 
want to accept donated piece. Bob Leverich joins the meeting and we recap the 
discussion. Next steps for Therese: talk to senior management, go to Arts committee. 

• Bob asks if piece will be donated by family. Therese thinks the Foundation will pay 
for it. Bob said several artists are interested doing a piece on this topic. He suggests 
that the art piece be decided by Washington State Arts Commission and have it be a 
juried competition and something that involves more community input. Also a 
previous garden design has already been put forth and it did not go far. Bob suggests 
Therese talks with Ann Friedman about how other communities have selected art in 
instances similar to this one. Deane would like to somehow incorporate the people 
that come here because on Rachel’s work.  

• Jack: explains the work of the CLUC is that usually we get a final proposal where the 
design and art work is already decided and then CLUC decides on location. What 
would be the timeline for garden? The next CLUC meeting is in September, so if the 
administration has decided on a policy and the proposal is finalized then a location 
could be decided on and installation begun.  



• Further discussion of possible locations. Rich asks would there be signs about the 
history of Rachel? Therese: The sculpture would be more focused on Evergreen’s 
commitment to peace and justice and website and title of sculpture. Therese will be in 
touch with CLUC over the summer. July and August meetings via email.  

 
Other Items: Paul has asked Geoduck Union for participants for next year. And we don’t 
know who will be on from the faculty, both Bob and Jack would like to continue. Kort 
has done 2 years, so we will be getting another staff. 
• Bob asks if housing building shop at MOD? Yes. Also Marty’s request for a pole barn 

by Driftwood has been approved. Is roof being extended over Lab II/Lab I Annex 
loading dock? Paul doesn’t know. If it has been put in as a SRI then it is being 
worked on. Otherwise we are waiting for the legislator decision on funds. Paul will 
check and see where that project is. 

 
Unless we need to call a CLUC meeting this summer, our next CLUC meeting will 
be in September 2008. 


